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Role of the CDM 
Coordinator
DHL are continuing to use Butler & 
Young Consultants to undertake the 
CDM Coordination role for many of 
their projects. DHL projects currently 
include refurbishment works in some 
very large warehouses in Liverpool, 
Leeds, Wellingborough and London 
plus various smaller projects around 
the country.

The fast pace of the DHL service provision 
means that many of these projects start on 
site whilst design work continues in advance of 
the construction programme. Butler & Young 
Consultants are managing to keep pace whilst 
ensuring the Client and project teams keep to the 
duties expected of them under the regulations. 
This is achieved by being proactive and reacting 
quickly without being obstructive.

Danny Coomber, Butler & Young Consultants 
Compliance Manager, feels that clients’ perception 
of the role of the CDM Coordinator varies and is 
sometimes misunderstood. To counter this, Danny 
ensures that clients receive a detailed scope of 
work in order to measure our performance. Danny 
says “clients simply like what we do”. For further information please 

contact Danny Coomber

Tel: 01582 404 113

email: danny.coomber@byl.co.uk

DHL Wellingborough, before work started DHL G-Park, Liverpool, during work
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The Care Quality Commission (CQC) 
regulates care provided by the NHS, 
local authorities, private companies 
and voluntary organisations. Their aim 
is to make sure better care is provided 
for everyone - in hospitals, care homes 
and people’s own homes.

M25 - Cobham 
Services 
Development
PBC are working on many exciting 
projects including Cobham Services, 
which is a new motorway service area 
between junctions 9 and 10 on the M25.

Danny Coomber, Butler & Young Consultants 
Compliance Manager, is delighted that PCB 
have appointed Butler & Young Consultants as 
their CDM Coordinator. The Cobham Services 
Development is moving at a fast pace particularly 

Butler & Young Healthcare now provide 
professional and technical advice to all healthcare 
service providers in England whether in the public, 
private or the voluntary healthcare sectors with 
regards to compliance with their current or future 
registration with CQC, the healthcare regulator.

We can carry out a healthcare construction review 
of the current status of your establishment to 
determine whether it meets all the necessary 
‘Essential Standards of Quality and Safety’ 
published by the CQC for the purpose of 
registration and issue of licence. The law requires 
all ‘regulated activities’ must be performed and 
carried out in premises that are considered to be 
‘fit for purpose’ and ‘safe in their intended use’ for 
the purpose of patient access and care, within a 

for our appointments on what are effectively 3 
separate projects, which are in the Construction 
Phase. 

We have replaced the original organisation 
providing CDM services on the Highway works 
package (Section 278 works), the Motorway 
Service Area works package (MSA) and the Petrol 
Filling Station works package (PFS). The work to 

safe environment.

We can assist the registered person(s) whether 
in an NHS Trust, Care or Nursing Home, Dental, 
Hospice or a Doctor’s Surgery to be fully compliant 
and have evidence in support in an event should 
the CQC carry out an inspection or request for the 
evidence to be submitted to them for review.’

develop the entrance to site and haul road has 
begun already and the individual packages start in 
earnest at the beginning of June 2011. 

All 3 projects are due to complete in 2012. 
These are exciting projects for Butler & Young 
Consultants as the relationship with the Clients 
representative, PBC, can grow further if we prove 
to provide the level of service they are expecting. 
The Client provides a unique style of MSA that 
features facilities you might like to pay a visit to on 
a day out rather than as a journey stop off.

For further information please contact Sumant C Patel, 
Director of Healthcare

Tel: 0207 928 9675  email: sumant.patel@byl.co.uk

For further information please contact Danny Coomber

Tel: 01582 404 113  email: danny.coomber@byl.co.uk
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Emporio Armani – 
Case Study 
The cosmopolitan blend of an 
international construction team, stylish 
architectural design and haute couture 
has kept Butler & Young’s North West 
office busy over the last 12 months 
owing to their involvement with a 
variety of Giorgio Armani schemes.

The Emporio Armani store at the prestigious 
2 Spinningfields, Manchester involved onsite 
collaboration between British & Italian contractors 
and an equally global design team with Hans van 
Riemsdijk from Fd Architecture in London acting 
as Executive Architects, Giorgio Armani in Milan 
and the Principle Design Architect, Paulo Cipriani 
in Rome.

The good working relationship established on the 
Manchester scheme has resulted in Butler & Young 
being commissioned as Approved Inspectors 
for the new Armani Press Office in Kensington, 
London, with the Architect testifying that;

“Butler and Young continue 
to deliver a service that is 
responsive (as we often need 
this to be), is professional and 
significantly you are prepared 
to get involved in discussion 

and the design challenges 
themselves which is far removed 
from the days of the laborious 
appeasement of the local 
authority BC departments.”

Our wider involvement with the Como Holdings 
Group has seen Butler & Young provide Building 
Regulations advice on a variety of schemes across 
Como’s portfolio, including hotels and spas.

For further information please 
contact Nikki Jackson

Tel: 01505 554 015

email: nikki.jackson@byl.co.uk
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overcome design issues in respect to of both 
projects as follows:

Edinburgh - our early appointment on this £3.6 
million project allowed Butler & Young Scotland 
to identify that the existing means of escape for 
the premises would have to be adapted in order 
to accommodate the proposed occupancy levels. 
Butler & Young Scotland identified the alterations 
required to the escape routes/strategy preventing 
abortive design and allowing the final tender 
package to be issued.

Glasgow – the proposed layout of the 
management suite did not meet the prescriptive 
requirements of the Technical Handbooks thus 
requiring a functional solution. As Agent, Butler 

Tesco Bank

Haymarket Yards, 
Edinburgh & Broadway 
One, Glasgow
ARCADIS appointed Butler & Young 
Scotland, on behalf of Tesco Bank, 
as Building Standards Consultant for 
both the above projects.  Our role 
also included the responsibility to 
act as Duly Authorised Agent. The 
works involved the fitting-out and 
refurbishment of two number multi-
storey office developments.

The primary function of the fit-out was to maximise 
call centre space and provide Management Suites 
for Tesco Personal Finance & Tesco Bank staff. 
Works included the provision of new canteens, 
comms areas, adaptable working spaces with 
external works comprising generator installation.  
Architects for the projects were London based 
LOM Architecture & Design.

Patrick Hastings, Associate with LOM Architecture 
and Design wrote “I have worked with Butler and 
Young over the last three years on a number of 
office fit-out projects. Their specialist input has 
been both constructive and effective. I would look 
forward to working with them in the future.”

By using our service, Tesco Bank were able to 

& Young Scotland took ownership of this issue 
and secured an alternative functional solution 
acceptable to the client, Building Control & Public 
Safety and Strathclyde Fire & Rescue Service.

Tesco have implemented a series of new office 
hubs across the UK to support the launch and 
growth of Tesco Bank.  Butler & Young are 
delighted to have become an integral part of the 
Design Team providing both Building Standards 
Consultancy and Approved Inspector services 
throughout the UK, at the earliest possible design 
stage.

Tesco, Edinburgh

Tesco, Glasgow
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Prosecutions on the 
Increase - Fire Risk 
Assessments
Keith Turner, Trenton Fire’s Senior 
Fire Engineer, says “the Enforcing 
Authorities are now less tolerant of 
those building owners or managers 
who do not comply with the the 
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 
2005”.

 

New Framework 
Agreement
The Royal Free consider that the 
safety of employees, patients and 
other building users is of paramount 
importance and have appointed 
Trenton Fire Limited, part of the Butler 

This legislation came into effect in October 2006 
and applies to all non-domestic premises in 
England and Wales, including the common parts of 
blocks of flats and houses in multiple occupation 
(HMOs). The Care Quality Commission will also 
expect to see fire risk assessments as part of 
the registration process. Being unaware of this 
requirements of this legislation is not accepted as 
an excuse. 

The legislation requires the responsible person to 
carry out a fire safety risk assessment, implement 
the findings and make fire safety arrangements. 
If the assessment is carried out by a third party, 
it is also important for the responsible person to 
ensure that the individual or organsiation carrying 
out the assessment are competent.

& Young Group, on to a framework 
to assist them in maintaining their 
high standards and advising on 
improvements where appropriate.

The services upon which the Royal Free may 
call upon include fire risk assessments, fire 
safety management advice, fire safety audits, 
fire engineered solutions, fire safety training, 
fire investigation, expert witness and an input 
into the development of fire policy, standards 
and guidance for end users. In addition we have 
recently added product and door assessments 
to our skill set enabling better value in renovating 
existing premises and more confident use of 
modern methods of construction.

Fortunately Trenton Fire have experienced and 
commercially aware fire engineers and risk 
assessors who are available to provide cost 
effective fire consultancy services helping 
to ensure that your requirements under this 
legislation are fully complied with. 

Adam Taylor (Head of Fire Engineering) said, 
“Trenton Fire are delighted to be provided with 
the opportunity to work for such a professional 
organisation as the Royal Free.”

For further information please contact Keith Turner

Tel: 01869 366 542  email: keith.turner@trentonfire.co.uk 
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Charter, that stipulates the measures needed to 
manage their carbon footprint in an individual 
building on an ongoing basis. Achieving low 
carbon targets makes the tenant eligible for 
certification to the Low Carbon Workplace 
Standard, a new environmental benchmark for 
buildings.

Low Carbon Workplace recently announced the 
acquisition of its first four properties

1. Premier House, Twickenham, London

2. 1-4 The Billings, Guildford 

3. Grove House, Hammersmith, London

4. Mansel Court, Wimbledon, London

In March 2010, the Carbon Trust, 
fund manager Threadneedle and 
development manager Stanhope 
launched the Low Carbon Workplace 
fund.

Developing on our existing strong relationship 
with Stanhope, from projects such as Chiswick 
Park, Central Saint Giles and Sky Harlequin One, 
in January 2011 Butler and Young Approved 
Inspectors entered into a partnership with the 
Low Carbon Workplace to deliver Building Control 
consultancy services.

The plan is for the fund to raise up to £350 million 
by the middle of 2013 and to refurbish up to 50 
existing tired commercial office properties over 
the next five years, repositioning them through 
extensive green refurbishments to best-practice, 
low-carbon standards.

It will also enter into partnership with tenants 
in these properties to cut their ongoing carbon 
emissions. Low Carbon Workplace Ltd, a Carbon 
Trust subsidiary and exclusive Carbon Advisor 
to the Fund, partners with tenants through a 
pioneering agreement, the Low Carbon Workplace 

Butler & Young are now working closely with 
Architects and M&E consultants to deliver 
exemplar projects demonstrating compliance with 
the energy efficiency requirements of the Building 
Regulations 2010, including L1.

The partnership has pre-let its first property – 
Premier House in Twickenham, Surrey – to the 
Thames Valley Housing Association.

The project involved the extension and extensive 
refurbishment of the existing building to deliver 
a target maximum 5kg CO² per person per day, 
an EPC rating of “C”, a BREEAM of “Very Good” 
and the utilisation of sustainable materials and 
construction techniques following the BE Green 
Guide.

Stanhope chief executive David Camp said it was 
the right time to do this. “Not only is there money 
to be made in refurbishing existing building stock 
while there is a dearth of new development, but 
we know from our own post-occupancy evaluation 
that occupiers are looking for more support in 
managing their carbon emissions.”

For further information please 
contact Stephen Barnshaw

Tel: 01275 845 755

email: stephen.barnshaw@byl.co.uk
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Travelodge Hotels in 
Edinburgh
Butler & Young Scotland were 
appointed by Anglo Holt Construction 
Ltd to act as Duly Authorised Agent 
for a number of hotel refurbishment 
projects in Edinburgh on behalf of 
Travelodge Hotels Ltd.

Tony Wehby, Director of Anglo Holt wrote “With 
the technical knowledge, advice and guidance 
of Butler and Young on the last 4 Scottish hotel 
schemes we were able to complete on time and to 
the satisfaction of the client. We very much look 
forward to working with them on future schemes”.

Due to their unfamiliarity with the Scottish Building 
Control system Scottish Building Regulations, 
Anglo Holt wanted technical and procedural 
assistance in obtaining Building Warrant approval 
from the City of Edinburgh Council.  The projects 
varied in size and complexity with values as 
follows: Cameron Toll Hotel - £3.6 million; 
Learmonth Hotel - £1.3 million; West End Hotel - 
£2.1 million; Clarendon Hotel - £700,000 

In order to avoid abortive design and to minimise 
potential delays in the building warrant process, 
Butler & Young Scotland performed assessments 
of all the projects at an early design stage thus 
identifying areas of non-compliance and where 
additional information would be required by the 
Local Authority.  

As agent, Butler & Young Scotland co-ordinated 
the various design team functions to ensure that a 
complete package of information was submitted 
with the building warrant applications.  During 
the warrant assessment process, Butler & Young 
Limited Scotland liaised with both Building 
Standards and the Fire & Rescue Service in order 
to agree the fire safety strategy and fire service 
facilities required for each of the premises.  

Butler & Young Scotland’s assistance with the 
building warrant process reduced the approval 
times for the projects thus allowing earlier site 
commencement.  Our value in this regard can be 
shown by the number of re-appointments as Agent 
on behalf of Anglo Holt Construction Ltd.

For further information please contact Scott McKenzie 
or Paul Burk

Tel: 01236 430 660

email: scott.mckenzie@byl.co.uk / paul.burke@byl.co.uk
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CDM Coordination 
Services
Clients are beginning to approach 
CDM in a new way, such as Berkeley 
Homes (part of the Berkeley Group), 
with a much earlier appointment 
being made of the CDM Coordinator, 
which provides an opportunity for this 
function to be more effective.

Danny Coomber, Butler & Young Consultants 
Compliance Manager, is delighted that Berkeley 
Homes have appointed Butler & Young 
Consultants, part of the Butler & Young Group to 
undertake CDM Coordination services on their 
behalf. 

Environment & 
Sustainability
The Government are working towards a 
greener future and implications of the 
changes to Part L in October 2010 are 
an important step towards this goal.

Butler & Young building control form part of 
a proactive Road Show to help our clients 
understand the full implications.

Berkeley Homes have engaged Butler & Young 
Consultants under a 12-month contract to deliver 
CDM services on all projects covered by 3 
operating companies. This will see us working on a 
number of projects ranging from single high spec 
properties to major regeneration projects. The 
contract is based on an agreed drawdown relating 
to numbers of dwellings at each site operated as a 
project. Projects could be a single dwelling house 
or like Woodberry Down in North-East London, 
which is an area regeneration with local authority 
partnerships. 

Butler & Young Consultants have already been 
appointed on a number of projects at Woodberry 
Down and each of those projects are a stage (i.e. 
initial 1 or 2 blocks of dwellings plus commercial 
facilities) of a site where further blocks will be 
developed under separate projects. Woodberry 
Down regeneration is planned to continue to 

Andy Thomas, Butler & Young’s CPD provider has 
been visiting Clients, Contractors, and Architects 
throughout the UK over the last 8 months. Andy 
has presented a 1-hour seminar at over 100 
venues to over 1400 people including CPD events 
for the RIBA and RICS.

Andy commented, “I make sure that the 
background and principles of the changes are 
explained and describe the application with 
some worked examples. It is easier and makes 
more impact (and discussion) if you relate the 
regulations to practical examples. I also start with 

2026. Some of the sites are moving at a rapid 
pace in line with agreements to develop Kick Start 
Sites. These are sites developed first to provide 
facilities for relocation and to kick start further 
development. 

Sites are at various stages and some involve 
demolition of existing properties prior to further 
development. The intricacies of working in 
residential areas where there are a large number of 
construction sites and operating in the confines of 
London have its challenges. As one of the leading 
developers in England, Berkeley Homes are a very 
focussed Client who keep us on our toes with the 
fast pace of their work.

discussing Carbon as a Greenhouse gas and how 
it relates to Part L, Code for Sustainable Homes, 
EPC’s, BREEAM and Planning Conditions. Low, 
Nearly and Zero Carbon buildings are a vital part 
of our Legislation and we all need to appreciate 
and understand the principles”.

For further information please contact Danny Coomber

Tel: 01582 404 113  email: danny.coomber@byl.co.uk

If you are interested in a seminar please contact 
Andy Thomas 

Tel: 01433 824 890   email: andy.thomas@byl.co.uk


